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Getting a hold of good and stylish indoor lighting can be tricky and time consuming. Hopping from
store to store, wondering which goes with the interior of your room can be a hassle. But online
stores make it much easier by allowing you to browse their catalogues and listing down the
specifications in an easy to understand manner.

And for those who don't really like the idea of browsing sites, check out some light fixtures we've
listed below.

Wall lights:

Wall lights not only illuminate your room but stylish designs can also double as decorative items.
The Venezina Jet-Square VZ W1001S is a simple fixture that throws light at the top and bottom.
Available in gray, it's subtle and modernistic in design. It has a warranty of 2 years and runs on a
voltage of 230V.

Artemide Choose is a classically designed piece, perfect for direct or diffused lighting. Vertical
transparent slits allow light to diffuse better. The fixture has a metal base with red or parchment
paper.

Artemide Edge is a square-shaped wall light fixture that comes in a pale shade of white. Designed
by Alessandro Mendini, Edge has a thermoplastic diffuser and can be mounted on a wall as well as
hung over a table.

Floor lamps:

DeltaLight Nice is set on a metal stand with a white almost cylindrical-shaped shade. It is sleek and
classy and would look perfect for a home that is modern in design.

Flos Brera, designed by Achille Castiglioni, has a bent rose steel stand with an opaline glass
diffuser. Set it in the corner for a soft glow. As it is minimalistic in design, it goes well with any
interior.

Floor Lamp has its own signature style with a fringe bordering the shade's edges. It comes in colors
of black or white,

Foscarini Diesels' Tri-P combines the style of these two major brands in an innovative manner. You
can manipulate the light emitted by adjusting the fabric used as the lamp shade.

The range of wall lights and FloorLamp is so vast that it is difficult to sum it up in just a few words.
And with new innovations in design and technology, they've become more energy efficient and
durable.Instead of going for a single cluster of ceiling lights, consider using wall lighting or recessed
lighting to create a gentle ambient glow and letting strategically placed  Floor Lamps light up specific
sections of the work space.
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Aaron Smith - About Author:
Modern a Floor Lamps have an extraordinarily favorable impact upon modern lighting strategies. a
Floor Lamp add singular character to the dimension of lighting.
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